Year 5/6 - Remote Learning - Week 3
Each of the activities included in this document are designed to last for
approximately 30 minutes.
Weekly Focus
Reading

Clarifying

Writing

How do we write an information report?

Spelling

When ch is /k/ and ph is /f/

Mathematics

Money and Financial Maths

Biology

How does adaptation transform our world?

Health

Coping with Stress

Economy

Assets and Expenses

Discover and Grow
(DAG Hour)

Create a Home Amusement Park

Weekly Assessment
Reading

Responses to Chapter 12 City of Ember Questions (Wednesday)

Maths

Reflection on Post-Test (Friday)

Other

Upload all tasks to a Keynote Presentation and submit this on
Friday as a PDF.

Year 5/6 - Remote Learning – Monday 3rd August 2020
Reading

Chapter 10 - Blue Sky and Goodbye
Clarifying
Clarify the following words from Chapter 10, in the table include what you
think the word means, and how you figured it out (context clues, asked
an adult, checked a dictionary etc.) Watch this video from Mat explaining
some of the best strategies to use when encountering a word you don’t
know.
Word

Sentence

What I think it
means

Fluttery

She pressed a finger
against the side of
Granny’s throat to
feel for her pulse, as
the doctor had
shown her. It was
fluttery, like a moth
that has hurt itself
and is flapping in
crooked circles.

Hoarse

She was lying with
her mouth half
open and breathing
in a strange hoarse
way

Blearily

Granny looked at
the doctor blearily.

Winced

Here was the
kitchen and the
table - she winced
as she stubbed her
toe on one of its
legs.

Marvels

There were other
things in this city,
there were marvels
there - but she
couldn’t imagine
what they were.
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How I figured it
out

“Wouldn’t it be strange, she thought, to have a blue sky?”
What does Lina mean when she says this? Why would this be a strange
thing
for
Lina
to
think?

“Lina went fearfully into her grandmother’s room” - explain why the
author chose the word fearfully in this sentence. Choose three other
adverbs that could replace fearfully. Does the sentence still make sense?

Writing

What are information reports or informative texts?
Warmup: Set a timer for 2mins and describe this weird animal in detail.
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Read the information report: What are Earthquakes?
What are Earthquakes?
An earthquake is a sudden shaking or movement of the Earth's crust.
Earthquakes occur when the moving tectonic plates that make up the
Earth’s surface move apart, bump into each other, or slide under each
other. This movement tears apart the surface of the Earth, or crunches it
up. Usually, this results in some minor shaking for a few seconds, and
nothing very serious happens. However, there are occasions when these
plate movements cause major shaking, and the resulting earthquake can
have very serious consequences.
When two tectonic plates suddenly move or collide, seismic waves
(vibrations which carry energy) move outwards from that point. This
original point where the earthquake began is called the focus. Since the
focus is usually deep below the surface of the Earth, the location of the
earthquake is often referred to as the point on the Earth’s surface
directly above the focus. This point is called the epicentre.
Sometimes, there are smaller shocks that occur before (foreshock) and
after (aftershock) a main earthquake. Sometimes foreshocks are so big
that scientists are unsure if it is the actual earthquake. Foreshocks and
aftershocks can occur for days, weeks and even months before and after
a main earthquake.
So how can the magnitude of an earthquake be measured? Geologists
use an instrument called a seismograph to measure the strength of the
seismic waves created by an earthquake. This then enables the size of
the earthquake to be measured using the Richter scale. The Richter
scale rates earthquakes on a scale ranging from 0 to 9. An earthquake
rated 1 on the Richter scale might hardly be felt on the Earth’s surface;
but an earthquake rated 2 is ten times as strong as an earthquake rated
1; and an earthquake rated 3 is ten times as strong as an earthquake
rated 2 (and so on). It is likely that most people will feel an earthquake
with a rating of 5. In an earthquake with a rating of 8, many buildings
will fall down and people’s lives will be at serious risk.
Scientists have not yet discovered a way of predicting exactly when and
where an earthquake will occur. However, they do know that
earthquakes occur along fault lines and we know where these fault lines
are. People who live in earthquake-prone areas must be well-educated
about earthquakes. They must be prepared, learn how to stay safe and
know how to respond quickly when they occur.
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Notice how each of these paragraphs are about a different idea about
Earthquakes.
Go through each paragraph and determine a subtitle you think would
best describe the information presented in that paragraph. Be creative
with your word choice!
Highlight/ annotate each of the following in a different colour.
● a title/heading
● subheadings/subtitles
● sequenced paragraphs
● introduction
● middle/body paragraphs
● concluding paragraph
● fun facts

Economy

What are expenses and assets?
Discuss with your family the different expenses that your family pays for
on a monthly basis. Make a list of as many as you can and write them
down (whiteboard, piece of paper, etc). (Examples: car payment, rent,
mortgage, phone bill, electricity, gas, water, loans, etc.)
As you can see, life isn’t cheap. In fact, sometimes our expenses exceed
our income. Now that you have a job and are making a wage, or income,
you have to start paying for the expenses of living. You will be paying
bills for rent, electricity, water, internet and food.
At this stage you are Renting because you are living with your parents
but once we return to school you will be able to BUY your desk, so that
you don’t have to pay rent each week.
This is also called an investment. You will have the option to rent your
desk for $50 a week. Or you can rent and when you have enough to buy
your desk for $5000 at a one time fee. What are the advantages and
disadvantages of renting vs owning your desk.
Also, your house will appreciate, which means since you own it, it will go
up in value with time. Watch your investment grow!
Advantages
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Disadvantages

Rent
Owning

BQT - Biology

How does the environment impact adaptations?
Around the world, there are many different types of habitats. A habitat
is the natural environment in which an animal or population normally
lives. Let’s explore some of the different types of habitats in this video.
Activity: Head to National Geographic and explore some of the other
habitats including Grassland, Rainforest, Temperate Forest and
Mountain Habitats. Take down 5 interesting facts about each habitat.
The website link is here:
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/nature/habitats/
Activity: Pretend you are going Bear Grylls style and have to live in one
of the habitats we explored today for an extended period of time. What
adaptations will you develop to help you survive the conditions? Draw
an image of yourself labelling all of the adaptations that occurred
overtime to ensure survival!

Ps. There is an activity tomorrow that requires one of
Margarine/Butter/Copha. If you haven’t got any at home, ask a parent
to buy some on their next essential shopping trip!
Drama
Here is your Drama Lesson for the week. This is a virtual classroom link.
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1EJMyNyk6B85wldPi1ClGDqrp
ZyMc5P0dfuCQlxMf4Yw/edit?usp=sharing
It is designed to be completed independently by the students. Once you
open the link you will need to press present. If you see a play icon on
the
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page this is me (Michelle) speaking and giving you instructions. Enjoy
the Animation. Thanks for all of your hard work in Drama. Michelle
This link will also be sent to you on google classroom. If work needs to
be submitted, you will do it on google classroom.
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Year 5/6 - Remote Learning – Tuesday 4th August 2020
Reading

Chapter 11 - Lizzie’s Groceries
Clarify the following words from Chapter 11, in the table include what you
think the word means, and how you figured it out (context clues, asked an
adult, checked a dictionary etc.)
Word

Sentence

What I think it How I figured it
means
out

misfortunes

Lizzie was
ordinarily
interested in other
people’s
misfortunes.

strutting

She’d been
strutting along
being beautiful,
not paying
attention to her
feet, and the edge
of her shoe caught
on an uneven place
in the pavement.

puckered

She puckered her
lips and fluttered
her eyelashes.

tainted

It was the best
meal Lina had had
in a very long time
- but her
enjoyment of it
was tainted just a
little by the
question of where
it had come from.

scowled

Lizzie scowled. “He
never gave me any
coloured pencils.”
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“But she felt as if she had suddenly gotten older in the last three days.”
Why do you think Lina felt this way? Note down three things that
happened to Lina that have forced her to grow up.
This is the first inkling we get that there is corruption in Ember. Lizzie
thinks that because they found the last of the delicacies, that they should
get to enjoy them. Lina thought this was unfair and it was a bad thing to
do. What do you think? If you agree with Lina, how would you ration out
the last of the supplies so it is fair?

Writing

What are the features of an information report?
Warmup: Set a timer for 2mins and describe this weird animal in detail.

Here is an infographic about how to write a good information report.
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/content/dam/kids/photos/article
s/Homework-Help/animal_reports.pdf
You have been commissioned by the grade 3/4 team to create an
infographic on what to include in an information report in order to teach
the grade 3/4 students how to write one. They will be writing an
information report about an important person from history.
Make sure you include:
● information about the structure
● some tips for success
● good questions to ask about their important person to help with
their research
● a reminder of the writing process (plan, draft, edit, revise, arms
and cups etc)
● a checklist for them to track their progress
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Mathematics

Warm Up:
Practise your percentages. How many grids can you fill in 5 minutes?
https://nrich.maths.org/1283
Mini Lesson:
This is Week 3 of our unit on Money & Financial Maths. Aicurumba Week!
MILD: Go back and watch any videos from the past 2 weeks to help you
complete the green parts of the task.
SPICY & AICURUMBA:
For those of you with the following goals (best buys, profit & loss, interest) or
who just want a challenge, you can watch any of the following videos to help
you complete the task...
Best Buys:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXPPX1PR_KU
Best Buys (alternative strategy):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zb6jRW9nHPc
Calculate Percentage:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rR95Cbcjzus
Profit & Loss:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FQhRiX5XaZ4
Simple Interest:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f75-wzS8Sos
Compound Interest (Warning! This is so aicurumba your eyes will pop out!):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ppBi3TN9D10
Learning Time:
For today and tomorrow’s lessons, you will do a mini project to practise
everything you have learnt in this unit and achieve your goals.
●
●

Start with MILD (the green tasks), then work your way through SPICY
(orange) and AICURUMBA (red).
You don’t have to finish all, just make sure you use your full 2 hours
wisely. Do as much as you can, and focus on the work that will help you
practise your goals.
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ADDING MONEY: Add all the items in your budget together to get a
grand total.
CHANGE: Determine what notes ($10, $20, $50 or $100) you will need to
pay for each item, and how much change you will get for each.
RECEIPTS: Choose one item and create a receipt for it.
DISCOUNTS: Choose one of your items and take 10% off. Choose
another item and take 25% off. And one more item to take 50% off.
Adjust your budget and the grand total.
UNIT PRICE:
Add 2 drink items that are more than 1 litre. Calculate the unit price of 1
litre for each item.
Add 2 food items that are more than 100 grams. Calculate the unit price
of 100 grams for each item.
BEST BUYS:
Calculate which drink item is best value for money.
Calculate which food item is best value for money.
PROFIT & LOSS:
If David asked the parents of the kids in your class to contribute a fee of
$30.00 towards the party, would NLPS make a profit or loss? Calculate
what percentage profit or loss NLPS would make.
INTEREST:
David has another option… He could take out a loan. If NLPS borrows
$1,000 and repays it over 5 years with a fixed interest rate of 5% p.a.,
how much simple interest will be paid?
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BQT - Biology

How does the environment have an impact on adaptations?
Warm up! How many different animals can you think of that are living in
Polar Habitats? Instead of writing this list, you have to DRAW the list.
It’s pretty amazing to think that some animals live for years in polar
habitats without freezing to death. In fact, these animals have a special
layer of fat called “blubber”. Whales, seals, sea lions, elephant seals,
walruses, polar bears and even baby penguins have this special layer.
Blubber is a layer of fatty tissue that sits right under the skin storing
energy, increasing buoyancy, as well as insulating heat. This means
blubber holds in the warm-blooded mammals’ body heat, even when
swimming in ice cold waters!
If we try to mimic the layer of fat that these animals have, could we
protect our hands from freezing ice?
Watch how to conduct this experiment here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_byFA7G5suo
Today’s Blubber Experiment
Materials:
- Margarine, Butter or a block of Copha
- 2 ziplock sandwich bags
-Large bowl filled with icy water
- Spoon
Method:
1. Open one ziplock bag and fill it with your
margarine/butter/copha. You will probably use 3-4 heaps spoons.
Don’t worry parents! You can reuse the margarine/butter/copha
as long as you return it to the fridge after the experiment.
2. Put your clean hand inside the second ziplock bag
3. Put your covered hand into the bag of margarine/butter/copha
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and squish the product around so it is covering most of your
hand.
4. Set a timer and place both your hands into the bowl of icy water.
Time how long each hand can last in the cold temperature.
Complete the following science report to finalyse your results. The Title
and Question have already been done for you.
Science Report

Art

Title

Blubber Experiment

Question

How does blubber help animals
survive in polar habitats?

Hypothesis

Write down what you expect will
happen.

Results

Fill in how long you were able to
keep your hands in the water for.

Conclusion

What did you learn from today’s
experiment? How has this helped
you better understand
adaptations?

During ‘Learning at Home’ for Art in Term 3, all students will be sent a
link to the same google slides document.
Please take the following steps to access the learning:
1 - Click on this link: Art Week 3 Helen Frankenthaler
2 - Click on ‘Present’ at the top right hand corner of the screen, next to
the orange ‘share’ button
3 - The power point will then present as a full screen ready for students
to watch
Links are also available on google classroom – roeu4zh
Previous weeks – Art Week 1
Art Week 2
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Year 5/6 - Remote Learning - Wednesday 5th August 2020
Reading

Chapter 12 - A Dreadful Discovery
Clarify the following words from Chapter 12, in the table include what you
think the word means, and how you figured it out (context clues, asked an
adult, checked a dictionary etc.)
Word

Sentence

What I think it
means

absently

When he came
to the door, he
reached
absently for the
knob, and what
he felt startled
him so much
that he snatched
his hand back as
if he’d been
stung.

beckoned

Often they didn’t
even come out
into the street
but beckoned to
a messenger
from their
doorway.

Conked

“Conked out in a
big arm chair,
with an empty
plate in front of
him.”

Hogwash

“I think maybe
those
instructions are
just hogwash.”

Hunkering

The citizens of
Ember were
hunkering down,
burrowing in.
14

How I figured it
out

Choose a quote from this chapter that you think is really important. Why
is it so important? Explain your answer.
Predict what you think will happen in the upcoming chapters? Why do you
think this? Share your predictions in your Reading Group’s Google Doc.
What sort of language do we use in information texts?
Writing
Warmup: Set a timer for 2mins and describe this weird animal

Read:
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Highlight examples of each of the following used in Where Does Water
Come From?
technical vocabulary, category (group) words, adjectives, time
connectives, comparative language
Where does Water Come From?
Up in the atmosphere, the water vapour becomes cooler and turns back
into tiny water droplets called ‘condensation’. The water droplets join
together with the dust particles in the atmosphere to form clouds.
Once the clouds become heavy and full, it will start to rain. This is called
‘precipitation’. When rain falls onto the earth, it will eventually collect in
waterways such as lakes, rivers and oceans. The process can then begin
all over again.
Go back to your infographic from yesterday and add this information
about the type of language necessary for a good information report.
Mathematics

Warm Up:

Mini Lesson:
16

MILD: Go back and watch any videos from the past 2 weeks to help you
complete the green parts of the task.
SPICY & AICARUMBA:
For those of you with the following goals (best buys, profit & loss,
interest) or who just want a challenge, you can watch any of the following
videos to help you complete the task...
Best Buys:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXPPX1PR_KU
Best Buys (alternative strategy):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zb6jRW9nHPc
Calculate Percentage:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rR95Cbcjzus
Profit & Loss:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FQhRiX5XaZ4
Simple Interest:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f75-wzS8Sos
Compound Interest (Warning! This is so aicarumba your eyes will pop
out!):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ppBi3TN9D10
Learning Time:
Continue working on your mini project. Today is your last day to work on
it.
● Start with MILD (the green tasks), then work your way through
SPICY (orange) and AICARUMBA (red).
● Remember! You don’t have to finish all, just make sure you use
your full 2 hours wisely. Do as much as you can, and focus on the
work that will help you practise your goals.

ADDING MONEY: Add all the items in your budget together to get a
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grand total.
CHANGE: Determine what notes ($10, $20, $50 or $100) you will need to
pay for each item, and how much change you will get for each.
RECEIPTS: Choose one item and create a receipt for it.
DISCOUNTS: Choose one of your items and take 10% off. Choose another
item and take 25% off. And one more item to take 50% off. Adjust your
budget and the grand total.
UNIT PRICE:
Add 2 drink items that are more than 1 litre. Calculate the unit price of 1
litre for each item.
Add 2 food items that are more than 100 grams. Calculate the unit price
of 100 grams for each item.
BEST BUYS:
Calculate which drink item is best value for money.
Calculate which food item is best value for money.
PROFIT & LOSS:
If David asked the parents to contribute a fee of $30.00 towards the
party, would NLPS make a profit or loss. Calculate what percentage profit
or loss NLPS would make.
INTEREST:
David has another option… He could take out a loan. If NLPS borrows
$1,000 and repays it over 5 years with a fixed interest rate of 5% p.a.,
how much simple interest will be paid?
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BQT - Biology

How does the environment have an impact on adaptations?
Spend around 1 minute watching this video on YouTube about a duck
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KHfE-p5jcy4. While you are
watching the video, brainstorm what you think the duck is doing and
why.
You may have thought the duck was just itching itself, but in fact, the
duck was preening its feathers in order to survive. Preening is when a
bird tidies and cleans its feathers with its beak. When a duck is preening,
they are cleaning each feather, removing any insects or lice, as well as
covering each feather in an oily substance. This oily substance is
produced from their preen gland, which is right near their tail.
So, if water simply rolls off a duck’s back, does that make these birds
waterproof? Let’s find out.
Waterproof Duck Experiment
Materials:
- Paper
- Vegetable Oil
- Water
Method:
1. Grab two pieces of paper and cut these out so they look like a large
feather
2. Coat one feather in a layer of vegetable oil. Be sure to ask your parents
first if it is OK! Leave the other feather as is.
3. Using a drink bottle, carefully drip some water onto both of the
feathers and observe what happens.
Complete the following science report to finalise your results. The Title
and Question have already been done for you.
Science Report
Title

Waterproof Duck Experiment

Question

Are ducks waterproof?

Hypothesis

Write down what you expect will happen.

Results

Write down what happened to each leaf when
the water was dripped over it.
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Conclusion

What did you learn from today’s experiment?
How has this helped you better understand
adaptations?

There must be more reason as to why this oily substance is so important
for a duck’s survival. What if I told you without this oily substance ducks
would merely sink to the bottom of the lake? Let’s test this!
Floating Duck Experiment
Materials:
- 2 cotton balls
- Bowl of water
- Vegetable oil
Method:
1. Fill up a bowl of water
2. Soak one cotton ball in vegetable oil
3. Place both the dry cotton ball and the oil-soaked ball into the bowl of
water. Observe what happens.
Complete the following science report to finalyse your results. The Title
and Question have already been done for you.
Science Report
Title

Floating Duck Experiment

Question

Does the oily substance that ducks
produce help them float on
water?

Hypothesis

Write down what you expect will
happen.

Results

Write down what happened to
each cotton ball when it was
placed in the bowl of water.

Conclusion

What did you learn from today’s
experiment? How has this helped
you better understand
adaptations?
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Physical
Education

Once again, make your way into your PE Google Classroom and watch the
instructional video for week three.
Opening/Warm-up – Complete the 10 minute circuit workout found in the link.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_97QFX3w1E4
Tennis – In week three, we are going to focus on volleying. In tennis, a volley is
when you hit the ball before it bounces. We will begin by watching a short
instructional video found in the link below where you will see three tips onhow
to hit a volley correctly.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_M1OS43O80
Finally, we will head outside to work on our volleying. Watch the link below and
then try to perform the different drills. You will need a racquet or bat of some
sort, a tennis ball and a wall. Complete each drill for approximately 2-3 minutes.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-KHtfugCr4
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Year 5/6 - Remote Learning - Thursday 6th August 2020
---GUEST MODERATOR--FEAR

Hello there chums, my name is FEAR and I’m here today to walk you through your remote
learning.
Watch this video to learn about me, but BE CAREFUL OUT THERE, who knows what could be
on the internet...https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9DTsdSdSne4
Ww..ww… what’s that?!?!
Oh it’s just the daily to do list. Be safe out there, check in every hour so I know you haven’t
cowered into the depths of anxiety. Isn’t the world so scary and terrifying?!

Chapter 13 - Deciphering the Message
Reading
Clarify the following words from Chapter 13, in the table include what
you think the word means, and how you figured it out (context clues,
asked an adult, checked a dictionary etc.)
Word

Sentence

What I think it
22

How I figured it

means
rickety

Two rickety
chairs went with
the rickety table,
one on each
side.

deciphering

Lina saw that
Clary was no
better at
deciphering the
puzzle than she
was.

egress

‘The title of this
document is
‘Instructions for
Egress.’

minute

He would choose
a place he knew
well - the school,
for instance and imagine
himself walking
through it,
picturing it as he
went in minute
detail.

splendid

Wouldn’t it be
splendid to do it
during the
Singing?

out

Who does Lina decide to tell about the Instructions? Why do you think
Lina chose this person to show?
What does Doon do to help him fall asleep? Can you make any personal
connections to how Doon was feeling? What do you do to help yourself
fall asleep?
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Writing

How can we plan an information report?
Warmup: Set a timer for 2mins and describe this weird animal

Today you are going to begin planning and researching about a critically
endangered animal in order to write an information report. The aim of
your information report is to tell people about your chosen animal’s
adaptations.
Some example of critically endangered animals include:
● Eastern Lowland Gorilla
● Hawksbill Turtle
● Javan Rhino
● Orangutan
You can also choose your own if you’d like.
Find the attached information report plan. Use this to help you research
different facts about the animal you have chosen. The subheadings on
the planning sheet should help you narrow down your research.
Watch this video, from Alanna about how to research effectively.
Mathematics

Goal Smasher Videos
Today, to help you prepare for your post test and to achieve your goals
for this unit, the grade 5/6 teachers have made videos focusing on
some of the topics we have covered.
Choose one that best suits your goal. Watch the video, then attempt
the problem. Here are the four choices:
●
●
●
●
●

Discounts 10%, 25% and 50%
Best buys
Calculating profit and loss
Calculating simple interest
Calculating compound interest

Now, make your own Goal Smasher video. Choose one of your own
goals, then…
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1. Explain how to do it
2. Use an example
3. Give your viewer a problem to solve
Lastly, post your video on the following Padlet, choose at least 3 videos
to watch and try to solve their problems.
https://padlet.com/morellmichaelb/8vh3jguajnqluti1
Health

What is stress and how can we manage it?
Stress is a normal part of life that everyone experiences. But, what is
stress? Have a go at writing your own definition of stress.
Watch this video to find out the definition of stress.
Activity: Draw up a chart in your book just like the one below, using the
headings, classroom, playground/oval, home, neighbourhood.
Brainstorm the different situations that could happen in each location
that would cause stress.

Pick one scenario and come up with a solution as to how to manage this
stress. Write this solution down as if you were giving it to a friend.
Mellow out time: Have you ever tried Progressive Muscle Relaxation?
It’s a technique that helps reduce muscle tension and reduces stress.
It’s used by many people everyday, including elite athletes!
Take the time now to pop on your headphones and try 7 minutes of
Progressive Muscle Relaxation here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kPPpb5_92uY
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Music

You have several different activities to select from. Choose one, two
or all three to complete!
You will find all of the activities in your virtual music room! You can
access this with the link below or in the Music Google Classroom.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vxhGR9Mm5i0QoW6fuxp29a7CI1S3
y2Bl/view?usp=sharing
THEORY
There are two different levels of worksheets found in the virtual
classroom. One is a revision on what we have learned in the last 2
weeks. The other is another advanced bonus challenge. Complete the
worksheet appropriate for you. You will find these worksheets in the
virtual music room and need to print them out to complete.
LISTENING
This week we are going to listen to a song by Melbourne artist, G Flip
called ‘About You’. Listen to the song and watch the video taking note
of the loops and tracks she adds in. The song is slow to progress, but I
love the way she has been very deliberate with adding in tracks one at a
time to create more layers. These layers themselves are really simple;
starting with a harmony (notes on a keyboard), added drums using a
drum machine, with melody (vocals) over the top of everything.
I also love the video clip and how personal it seems. She has also
designed a drum kit that has a personality to match the song; how cool!
COMPOSITION;
Can you create a piece of music in the style of G Flip’s ‘About You’? She
has really understood adding in one musical element at a time and
letting it sit for a while before adding in another. Think about your
elements of music and what you will be focusing on. Remember; simple
is best!
Use whatever mode you would like to compose; it might be a graphic
score, using Garageband, you could also compose for an instrument you
know how to play and record it, create a soundscape with the repeated
pattern or use iMovie.
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Year 5/6 - Remote Learning – Friday 7th August 2020

Reading

Chapter 14 - The Way Out
Clarify the following words from Chapter 14, in the table include what you
think the word means, and how you figured it out (context clues, asked
an adult, checked a dictionary etc.)
Word

Sentence

What I think
it means

plunder

She thought about
the mayor, down
in his room full of
plunder, gorging
on peaches and
asparagus and
wrapping his huge
body in elegant
new clothes.

gorging

See above

seize

Very soon, the
guards would
storm into the
secret room and
seize the mayor as
he sat stuffing
himself on stolen
goods.

convoluted

He ran a finger
over their
convoluted
surface.

mottled

It was dull gray,
mottled with
greenish and
brownish blotches
that looked like
mildew,
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How I figured
it out

In your own words, describe Lina and Doon’s Pipeworks journey. Illustrate
your favourite part of this chapter, take a photo of your work and share
with your Reading Group.

Spelling

Why do we need to know where words with ph (pronounced /f/) and
ch (pronounced /k/) originate from?
Most words where the /f/ and /k/ sound are spelt with ‘ph’ or ‘ch’ are
from Ancient Greek. We leave this strange spelling as it is because we
can see the history of the word.
Examine the table below...
ph

ch

triumph
phenomenon
catastrophe
emphasis
phobia
physical
physics
phantom
elephant
dolphin
orphan
Pharaoh
pharmacist
alphabet
apostrophe
hyphen
phrase
pamphlet
nephew
orphan
prophet
trophy
rudolph
typhoon
siphon
photograph
photocopy
biography
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earache
headache
toothache
anchor
archeology
architect
archive
bronchitis
chameleon
chaos
character
charisma
charismatic
chasm
chemical
chemistry
chemotherapy
chlorine
choir
chord
choreography
chorus
Christ
Christian
Christmas
chrome
chronic
chronological

photosynthesis

echo
mechanic

Choose 5 words from each list and find their definition and discover
their etymology (where the words originated from).
e.g.

chronology comes from the greek word ‘khronos’ (meaning time) and
the english suffix ‘ology’ (meaning the study of). This word was first used
in the late 16th century.
Maths

Spend some time working on your goals for Money and Financial Maths
on Essential Assessment or Khan Academy.
You might even want to re-watch one (or all) of the Goal Smasher
videos.
When you feel ready, complete your POST TEST on Essential
Assessment.
Write a reflection on your results.
Some of these questions might help you think it through:
Did you work hard on all your goals that were available?
Did you slow down and read the question?
How could you be better prepared next time?
Was there anything you were really proud of?
What is our next step (new goal) to grow your learning?
Upload your reflection to Google Classroom.
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Discover and
Grow (DAG
Hour)

How do you amuse yourself at home?
The definition of amusement is the provision or enjoyment of
entertainment - think, Amusement Parks!
Make a list of all the things you do at home to keep yourself amused.
Create a PMI chart about keeping yourself amused at home. A PMI chart
encourages you to think about the good thing (Plus), the bad things
(Minus) and the interesting things (Interesting).
Keeping myself amused at home
Plus +

Minus -

Interesting ?

Different people find different things amusing. Interview each member
of your household to find out how they keep themselves amused at
home. For example, cooking, Netflix, knitting, puzzles, basketball...
Activity: Now you have your data, it’s time to create your own Home
Amusement Park! Consider the following things:
1. What will your Home Amusement Park be called?
2. What types of entertainment will you include?
(think of fun activities that could be set up at your house!)
3. Where will you set this up? In one room or take up the whole
house?
4. When will your Home Amusement Park be open?
Create a Home Amusement Park map for your family to follow, just like
the one below!
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LOTE

Halo anak-anak. Apa kabar? (How are you?). How did you go with your Time
picture books last week?
Let’s look at half past times this week.
We need to learn a new word. That is half. In Indonesian half is setengah
Notice that Indonesians express half past times as half of that hour. So..
Half past nine - jam setengah sepuluh (half of the 10th hour)
Half past three - jam setengah empat (Half of the 4th hour)
Let’s watch the video from last week again which explains how to ask and say
half past times in Indonesian. Make sure you repeat out loud to make sure
your pronunciation is correct.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gunz4IAO15M
Try the interactive activities on Languages Online. Click on the link.
https://www.education.vic.gov.au/languagesonline/indonesian/sect29/index.h
tm
Click on the link below for this week’s worksheet - Hari biasa untuk Suzi (A
typical day for Suzi).
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pKbrYFHlqZKMy4ycCvmVpJDtFtzKmS_7vAhvTfmOA4/edit
Look at the pictures and write the correct time for each picture. You must write
the times in Indonesian. Eg. Jam dua (2 o’clock), jam setengah delapan (half
past 7).
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If you can’t work out what the sentences mean by looking at the pictures, use
Google Translate.
Indonesians also use the word pukul for time as well. Jam 2 (2 o’clock) can be
expressed as pukul 2.
Once you have written in the times, cut the pictures out and glue them into
your book in order of time.
Good luck. Semoga berhasil
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